
A still life is a painting or 

drawing of a group of 

objects (often fruit, fl owers, 

or other items) arranged 

in any way the artist 

chooses. In New England 

Still Life, artist Rebecca 

Salsbury James painted an 

arrangement of fl owers in 

a vase. Instead of painting 

on canvas or paper, the 

artist used a di� erent approach: she painted on the back 

of a piece of glass. This method is called reverse glass 

painting. Rather than starting with the background, James 

fi rst painted the fi ne details of the fl owers, then the vase, 

and the background last. See how the petal of the white 

fl ower at the bottom right sits on top of the vase?

In today’s activity, you can take inspiration from Rebecca 

Salsbury James to create a still life of paper fl owers. 

Ask an adult for help and follow the directions below.

INSTRUCTIONS 

1

Fold the large sheet of paper in half 
horizontally twice.

 Fold each side of the paper towards the 
center. Open the paper and you should 
see 12 squares. 

2

Cut along the middle horizontal fold to 
make two sets of six squares. Cut the paper 
again to make six sets of two squares. Fold 
each set of two squares like a card. 

3

Draw a half-heart shape along the fold 
and cut it out. Repeat on each card to 
make fi ve hearts. 

4

Cut a small circle from your lighter paper 
and a small heart from your darker paper. 
Place them to the side.

5

  Glue together four of the (purple) hearts 
from Step 3 at their bottom points so that 
two are horizontal and two are vertical. 
Turn the hearts over.

  Get the shapes you cut in Step 4 and glue 
the circle on top of the hearts turned over.

6

Glue a pipe cleaner to the back of the fl ower 
in the center to make a stem. Cover the fi fth 
heart with glue and press it fi rmly to the top 
of the stem to cover it.

9  Repeat Steps 1–8 to 
make as many fl owers 
as you like and arrange 
them in your vase. 

  Now you have created 

your very own still life!

MAKE A PAPER 
FLOWER BOUQUET

MATERIALS
Scissors, glue, a jar, cup or small vase, 
three sheets of colored paper (a large sheet 
about 8 ½” x 11”, a small piece of dark 
paper, and a small piece of lighter paper), 
pipe cleaners, and craft stick or pencils. 
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We’d love to see your work! Snap a picture of your fi nal creation and share with us on Facebook, 

Instagram, or Twitter using the hashtag #ArtBMAFromHome for a chance to be featured.

Generous support for Free Family Sundays at 

Home is provided by Art Bridges and Wilmington Trust.

Learn more about New England Still Life:

gomobileartbma.org/#object/1129
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